This special issue began in June 2014 and its submission system was closed in December 2014. The authors really appreciate the efforts of those reviewers in finalizing the review process of all the received submissions in our special issue. These accepted papers covered our special issue's several study aspects such as sensors calibration method, sensors information integration and fusion, vision sensor and vision algorithm in motive object tracking, and integrated navigation technology. For example, about vision sensors, some paper showed how a novel algorithm based robot vision system would be applied in an objects sorting process. Some paper showed how a Kinect based vision system would be used in a mine rescue robot in a low illuminous environment. Some papers discussed some novel vision method for the indoor robot path planning. About force sensors, some paper proposed a force-reflected nonlinear multilateral teleoperation system and discussed how to solve the control stability and time-varying delays. About information fusion and estimation method, some paper proposed Bayesian prediction of sequential probability matrices method to detect pedestrian in crowded environments. Some paper proposed a phasepath volume Kalman filtering method for target centroid position estimation. And some paper proposed a method to evaluate novel radar based scanning method. We tried our best to show the latest research results in the research fields above in our special issue. And we hope this special issue could be of some help to every reader. Thank you all for your attention.
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